Team Lead, Marketing Accounting Position
We are currently looking for a Team Lead for our Marketing Accounting Team. The position will report
directly to the Controller.
Tourmaline Oil Corp. is a Canadian senior crude oil and natural gas exploration and production company. We
are focused on long-term growth through an aggressive exploration, development, production and
acquisition program in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin.
The successful candidate will be responsible for or assist with the following:











Providing guidance to the Marketing Accounting Team for Oil, Gas, and Liquids net revenue
requirements
Set up or refining processes and procedures to account for new and existing marketing arrangements
Liaising with Marketing, Production Accounting and Financial Accounting to ensure marketing
transactions are accurately accounted for
Invoicing and settlement of all monthly transactions and coordinating discrepancy resolution
Inventory balancing and analysis of transportation cost and tariffs, including take or pay
Preparation of gas pools, and pipeline/oil terminal netback pricing
Recording of physical and financial revenue transactions, as well as reconciling clearing accounts
Working with internal and external auditors as required
Assisting in the analysis of volume and revenue accrual to actual variances
Miscellaneous project work within the accounting and finance groups as deemed necessary

Description of Candidate:












Strong understanding of the oil and gas industry, with experience in Marketing accounting, at an
intermediate/senior producer
Midstream experience would be an asset
Solid understanding of complex and/or cross-border marketing arrangements
Supervisory experience preferable
Prior Production Accounting experience
Proven team player with the ability to develop and maintain collaborative working relationships, while
demonstrating a high level of cooperation and mutual respect
An appreciation for tight deadlines
Strong attention to detail and highly organized
Ability to think on feet and adapt to situations
Strong excel skills
Experience with other marketing software would be an asset

Please e-mail your resume attention to Wendy.Coutts@tourmalineoil.com

